ROLE Definitions/Expectations
District Superintendents - Serve as a 100 New Points of Light Advisor to encourage the
creative efforts of the people. They will sign the voucher forms for the 3-6 churches assigned to them.
They will help connect people with resources, answer questions, and be permission giving-letting
things happen.
Associate DS - will follow the example of the DS and serve as encourages of the people. There
are no additional expectations for their time and energy.
District Assistants - The DA’s will be prepared to direct questions to the appropriate resources.
There are no other expectations.
Directors - The Directors will serve as 100 New Points of Light Advisors to encourage the creative
efforts of the people. They will sign the vouchers of the 3-6 churches assigned to them. They will
answer questions and help connect people to resources. The directors shall inform their staff in
appropriate ways so that the staff will be positive resources for those seeking encouragement and
resources. An additional role for the Director of Connectional Ministry and Director of Communication
is to provide a process for reporting and accountability so that success stories and leanings will be
shared on a regular schedule the stories and learning’s shall be shared.
Church Development Team - The Church Development team will serve as 100 New Points of
Light Advisors to encourage the creative efforts of the people. They will also, as stories are told,
review the information and help direct next steps in the learning’s.
Clergy - Clergy will give encouragement and support to the lay leaders and help facilitate the
support of the congregation. The clergy will sign the voucher verifying that the connection of a new
point of light to the local congregation.
Laity - Laity will lead the effort. They will work in teams and communicate clearly with the clergy of
the congregation to which they are connected. They will use the resources available and design a
new venue for a worship experience that reaches new population in their community. At all times
they will keep the clergy and other local congregation leaders informed of their activities. If additional
support is needed, the lay team will work with the appropriate groups in the local congregation
requesting support. The lay lead team will share their learnings and successes on a regular schedule.
The Local Congregation - The local congregation will be intentional in providing prayer support
for New Worship for New People Initiative. If requested, the congregation will give careful
consideration of other ways to support the development of a new worship for new people. This may
include but is not limited to finances, personnel, space, encouragement, hospitality resources. All
requests for support will come from the lay team to the appropriate group within the local
congregation.
Accountability - All teams receiving grants from the annual conference will report to the Annual
Conference through the Director of Connectional Ministry.

